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Temperature induced effects in the Raman spectra of III-V semiconductors are 

presented in this thesis. The III-V semiconductors investigated in this present study are the 

binary GaP , the anion substituted ternary alloy GaAsi _ xPx  and the cation substituted ternary 

alloy InxGal _ xAs. For GaP and InxGa l  _xAs , the off-resonant Raman spectra are presented 

whereas for GaAsi _ xPx  , the off-resonant as well as the resonant Raman spectra are 

presented. The major advantage of semiconductor alloys over binary semiconductors is that 

the semiconductor alloys extend the opto-electronic properties in the spectral region 

intermediate to two constituent binary semiconductors. In substitutional alloys, disorder arises 

due to break down of translation symmetry, referred as structural disorder or due to changes 

in the masses and force constants because of the random distribution of the constituent atoms, 

referred as structural disorder. The degree of disorder is much smaller compared to totally 

disordered semiconductors and in this context, an alloy can be considered as an intermediate 

case between perfectly ordered systems and fully disordered systems. 

OFF-RESONANT RAMAN STUDIES 

Room temperature as well as temperature dependent off-resonant Raman experiments 

of various phonon modes were carried out in GaP, GaAsi _ xPx  and InxGal _ xAs 

semiconductors. The room temperature Raman spectra of GaAs, _ xPx  (x =0.90, 0.65, 0.59) 

reveal a two-mode behaviour of disorder, one corresponding to the GaAs-like LO-phonon 

mode and the other corresponding to the GaP -like LO -phonon mode for 0< x <1 . The line 

position of the GaAs-like first-order LO-phonon mode is observed to shift towards higher 

frequency region and its linewidth decreases whereas the line position of the GaP -like first-

order LO-phonon mode is found to shift towards lower frequency region and its linewidth 

increases with the decreasing x. Also, the asymmetry parameter for the GaP-like LO-

phonon mode is found to increase whereas it is found to decrease for the GaAs-like LO-

phonon with the decreasing x . In InxGa i _ xAs (x =0.05, 0.12, 0.19, 0.24, 0.53 ), which 

exhibits partially two-mode behaviour, two-modes (GaAs-like, InAs-like) in indium rich 



samples and one-mode (GaAs-like) in gallium rich samples, the line centre of the GaAs-like 

first-order LO-phonon mode is found to shift towards lower frequency region and its line 

width increases with the increasing x . It is also observed that the asymmetry parameter for 

this mode increases with the increasing x . These changes are explained by incorporating a 

finite correlation region for phonon propagation beyond which, the phonon gets scattered 

anharmonically. The finite correlation region arises due to the substitutional disorder in alloy 

semiconductors. 

A decrease in the linewidth and a shift in the line centre towards higher frequency 

region of the first-order optical phonon modes are observed in the Raman spectra of GaP , GaAsi _ xPx  

and In.Gai _ xAs with the decreasing temperature. These changes are attributed to 

anharmonicity in the materials due to change in temperature. Disorder and temperature are 

found to be the main mechanisms of introducing anharmonicity in alloy semiconductors and 

due to which, an optical mode can interchange energy with other lattice modes and in this 

way maintains thermal equilibrium energy content. This leads to the decay of a strongly 

interacting optic phonon into weakly interacting acoustic phonons giving rise to a shift in 

frequency and a change in linewidth of the optic phonon modes in Raman spectrum. A two-

mode behaviour of anharmonicity, due to the two-mode behaviour of disorder, is observed 

in GaAsl _ xPx  . The degree of anharmonicity of the GaP -like mode increases while that of the 

GaAs-like mode decreases with the decreasing x. The degree of anharmonicity of the GaP-

like mode is found to have higher value than that of the GaAs-like mode inGaAsi _yx  

samples. The appearance of GaP-like TO-mode in GaAs01P09  sample, which is forbidden 

with (100) face in the back scattering geometry configuration, is attributed to disorder 

induced effect. This mode is also found to have strong temperature dependence as it becomes 

sharp at low temperatures. Also in GaAsc, 1 P09. the GaP-like LO-mode is found to have 

greater degree of anharmonicity than that of the GaP -like TO-mode indicating the different 

degree of anharmonicity for different modes of vibrations. In inxGai _ xAs , the degree of 

anharmonicity of GaAs-like LO-phonon mode is found to increase with the increasing x. 

A comparative study of GaP, GaASi  ,P, and In,Ga i _ xAs reveals that the degree of 

anharmonicity increases with the increasing disorder. The GaAs-like first-order LO-phonon 

mode in GaASI  _ xPx  and InxGa i _ xAs alloy semiconductors is found to have different degree 

of anharmonicity indicating that the degree of anharmonicity is. not only dependent on 



disorder, but also on isoelectronic substitution. The total anharmonicity in ternary alloy 

semiconductors is found to have two parts, one due to disorder and the other due to 

temperature. In GaP, temperature dependence of the 2TO(L) mode is investigated. This 

mode is found to have a shift in the frequency twice that of the first-order optical mode and 

a change as same that of the first-order optical mode with the decreasing temperature. The 

oscillator strength of the 2TA(X) mode in GaP is found to decrease with the decreasing 

temperature while that mode in GaAs0.1P0,9  is found to be independent of temperature. The 

presence of compositional disorder in GaAs0.1P0.9  is observed to compensate the effect of the 

temperature. 

RESONANT RAMAN STUDIES 

Resonance effect is observed whenever the incident energy is cloSe to the fundamental 

band gap of a semiconductor. When the incident energy is close to the band gap, incoming 

resonance, and when the scattered energy is close to the band gap, outgoing resonance is 

observed. When the incident energy is close Eg  + nt,w(LO) , where Eg  is the band gap 

energy, f, W (LO) is the phonon energy and n is the order of the spectrum, then n `-order 

outgoing resonance is observed. The compositional disorder in alloy semiconductors affects, 

not only the vibrational properties, but also the electronic band structure and the effect of 

disorder on the electronic band structure is reflected in resonant Raman spectroscopy. The 

temperature tuned resonant Raman experiments of GaAsi _ xPx  (x =0.90, 0.65), near Eo  

fundamental band gap, were carried out in order to observe the changes in the intermediate 

states involved in the scattering process due to compositional disorder. The effect of disorder 

is to either smear out the bad edge or to create localized states in the forbidden band gap. 

The former leads to broadening of the resonance curve while the latter gives rise to a sharp 

resonance feature. In GaAs0.1P0.9  , incoming resonance as well as first and second-order 

outgoing resonances are observed whereas in GaAs0.35130,65  , first, second and third-order 

outgoing resonances are observed. The results show the appearance of a replica of the first-

order Raman modes energy shifted to high frequency region (750 cm-1  to 810 cm-1) near 

resonance. This type of replica is observed only in alloy semiconductors. Also, anomalous 

enhancement in the intensity of the second-order mode compared to the first-order mode is 



observed. Furthermore in GaAso 35P0.65  , the oscillator strength for the 2L0 -phonon mode 

near resonance is found to be greater than that of the ILO -phonon mode. Sharp third-order 

outgoing resonances at two different temperatures with two different laser energies are 

observed in GaAs0 35P0.65 

It is found from the sharp resonance features that the compositional disorder 

introduces localized states in the forbidden gap of GaAsi _yx  alloy semiconductors. 

Concentration fluctuations can also localize excitons. It is proposed that a large enhancement 

in the intensity of the second-order mode is possible when the localized exciton couples 

strongly to the most energetic LO-phonon to form an exciton-LO phonon complex. 

Anomalous enhancement in the second-order oscillator strength and the replica of the first-

order Raman modes shifted to high frequency region are attributed to the localized exciton-

LO phonon complex. This localized exciton-LO phonon complex is found to act as an 

intermediate state in the scattering process. Substitutional disorder is the main mechanism of 

localizing excitons in these alloy semiconductors. Increasing disorder is found to increase the 

localization of exciton, which is evident from the increase in excitonic life time, its binding 

energy and the decrease in excitonic linewidth. Furthermore, the first-order resonance is 

found to have contributions from both band to band transition as well as localized excitons, 

while the second-order, third-order resonances are found to have a contribution only from 

localized excitons. 
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